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Secured Press 
Coverage on 

Previous Press Release

Video Coverage:
 WGN: The consumer features of the FitPick Media Machine are explained by Ashley Washington:

http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=2740&DateTime=4/11/2014%209:21:50%20AM&playclip=true

 NBC Chicago: During an overview of the NAMA OneShow, close-ups of the FitPick Media Machine are
displayed.http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=685&DateTime=4/10/2014%205:15:28%20PM&play
clip=true

 First Business News: Kirn Reis is featured briefly here discussing the traditional perceptions of vending snacks.
Our booth (the Just Add Cashless wall) can be seen in this clip, as well as close-ups of the FitPick Media machine:
http://firstbusinessnews.com/defendingvending41114-3/

Print Coverage:
 Automatic Merchandiser April 2014 (Digital Copy:

http://automaticmerchandiser.epubxp.com/title/9832?utm_source=Digital&utm_medium=email&utm_campaig
n=AUTM140409003&o_eid=5224C7791501F4Y)
 News brief on the VendMAX Micro-Market Integration (page 13)
 Brendan Kehoe quoted in the story “EMV: What You Need to Know” (page 54)

 Vending Times: March 2014 - Why Cashless? Why Crane? Story - by Brendan Kehoe (page 23)

Online Press Release Coverage/Pickups
 Vending Times Online:

https://www.vendingtimes.com/ME2/dirmod.asp?sid=EB79A487112B48A296B38C81345C8C7F&nm=Vending+F
eatures&type=Publishing&mod=Publications%3A%3AArticle&mid=8F3A7027421841978F18BE895F87F791&tier=
4&id=663354DF54144BE3ACCF23BF02E91493

 VendingMarketWatch.com:
http://www.vendingmarketwatch.com/news/11387469/crane-announces-commercial-release-of-merchant-
media-touch-with-new-features

 Vendiscuss.Net: http://vendiscuss.net/index.php?/topic/19678-crane-merchandising-systems-introduces-fit-
pick-branded-merchant-media-machine/

http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=2740&DateTime=4/11/2014%209:21:50%20AM&playclip=true
http://mms.tveyes.com/transcript.asp?StationID=685&DateTime=4/10/2014%205:15:28%20PM&playclip=true
http://firstbusinessnews.com/defendingvending41114-3/
http://automaticmerchandiser.epubxp.com/title/9832?utm_source=Digital&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=AUTM140409003&o_eid=5224C7791501F4Y
https://www.vendingtimes.com/ME2/dirmod.asp?sid=EB79A487112B48A296B38C81345C8C7F&nm=Vending+Features&type=Publishing&mod=Publications%3A%3AArticle&mid=8F3A7027421841978F18BE895F87F791&tier=4&id=663354DF54144BE3ACCF23BF02E91493
http://www.vendingmarketwatch.com/news/11387469/crane-announces-commercial-release-of-merchant-media-touch-with-new-features
http://vendiscuss.net/index.php?/topic/19678-crane-merchandising-systems-introduces-fit-pick-branded-merchant-media-machine/
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Furious Flower 25th Anniversary Celebration
September 27-28, 2019  |  Washington, D.C.

We poets are the 
bearers of a trust that 
spans generations.

-Rita Dove

Event Brochure Sample



FURIOUS FLOWER 25TH ANNIVERSARY

Join us as we celebrate 25 years 
and seed the future of Black poetry!

SEPTEMBER 27-28, 2019
WASHINGTON, D.C.

FRIDAY  |  7:00 PM

Benefit Gala
The Grand Hyatt Washington

1000 H St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20001

Rita Dove
Nikki Giovanni
A. Van Jordan

Marilyn Nelson
Gregory Pardlo
Sonia Sanchez

Tracy K. Smith

Honorary Host Committee

SATURDAY  |  9:00 AM

25th Anniversary Celebration
National Museum of 

African American History and Culture
1400 Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20560

If our children are 
unable to say what they 
mean, no one will know 

how they feel. If they have 
no way to express their 
lives, how much easier it 
would be for others to 
neglect their humanity.

-Rita Dove
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On Friday, September 27, 2019 the Furious Flower Poetry 
Center will celebrate its 25th anniversary with a benefit gala that 
will be held at the Grand Hyatt Hotel. Together with our honorary host committee 
which includes celebrated writers Rita Dove, Nikki Giovanni, A. Van Jordan, 
Marilyn Nelson, Gregory Pardlo, Sonia Sanchez and Tracy K. Smith, the Furious 
Flower Poetry Center asks that you consider supporting the future of Black poetry 
through one of our gala sponsorships.

As the first academic center devoted solely to African American poetry, Furious 
Flower has grown to become a nationally recognized organization dedicated to 
ensuring the visibility, inclusion and critical consideration of Black poets.  Through 
our diverse programming, Furious Flower has a positive impact on the way 
people of all ages interact with poetry.  Our programs include children’s creativity 
camps, slam academies for teenagers, poetry prizes for emerging poets, colle-
giate summits, and seminars for teachers featuring distinguished poets like Sonia 
Sanchez and Yusef Komunyakaa.

We want to ensure the continuation of the work that we have been doing at James 
Madison University for 25 years.  As a supporter of this event, you will contribute 
to the endowment of the Furious Flower Poetry Center, securing its longevity and 
continued success for years to come.  We invite you to join us for the Gala at the 
Grand Hyatt Hotel and the 25th Anniversary Celebration at the National Museum 
of African American History and Culture in Washington, D.C. on September 
27-28, 2019.  Thank you so much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Joanne V. Gabbin
Executive Director, Furious Flower Poetry Center
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WHO WE ARE

In the almost twenty-five years since its inception, Furious Flower’s programs 
have reached thousands of poets, educators, students, and poetry lovers 
around the world. From our groundbreaking media and anthologies, to our 
children’s creativity camp and summer seminars, to our decade-defining 
conferences, Furious Flower has impacted literary communities on local, 
regional, national and international levels. 

Our programming seeks to cultivate an appreciation for poetry among all 
students—from elementary to graduate school and beyond. As part of our 
mission to support and promote Black poets at all stages of their careers, we 
aim to create platforms for them to encounter their readers and for readers to 
experience and engage with Black literary culture in new and exciting ways.

WHY WE DO IT
From the power of the Black Arts Movement to the sweep of spoken 
word; from work songs and blues to the poems of luminaries like 
Gwendolyn Brooks and Maya Angelou, Black literature continues
to make vital contributions to the landscape of American letters. 
Furious Flower celebrates and preserves those voices and
educates future generations about their contributions to our 
culture.

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT

This 25th Anniversary Celebration offers a unique oppor-
tunity to recognize the essential work of Furious Flower 
and to help secure the future of its mission.

We want to ensure that as American literary culture makes its global imprint, that 
Black American literature and its relevant history are represented as a part of that 
larger narrative. To that end, Furious Flower staff members have begun to take part 
in various international initiatives. In 2018 we participated in the BOCAS literary 
festival in Trinidad and Tobago and took distinguished American poets to Eswatini in 
Southern African as part of the U.S. State Department’s Arts Envoy Program. Our 
goal: to provide opportunities for Black poets both at home and abroad to encoun-
ter each other’s work and history.

These voices you have 
harbored bring us the same 

wonderful possibility to get to 
know people who are uncon-
scious of their place in history 
but only trying to share a truth. 

Some are angry; some are 
loving; some question and some 

feel they have answers: 
All are Honest.

-Nikki Giovanni

Your donations and ticket purchases will help us 
endow this vibrant cultural center and will be 
instrumental in preserving Furious Flower's 
legacy, ensuring its longevity and ability 
to continue serving students, educators 
and poets everywhere.

FURIOUS FLOWER GOES GLOBAL
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Laureate Circle  |  $25,000+

One table with priority placement (9 seats + 1 for a notable poet)
Logo placement on all printed materials at the event
Verbal name recognition during event program
Five invitations to the VIP reception at Saturday’s celebration
Logo inclusion in pre-event communications
Logo inclusion on promotional materials 
Recognition on the Furious Flower Poetry Center website

Poet Circle  |  $10,000+

One table with priority placement (10 seats)
Logo inclusion in event program and during event
Five invitations to the VIP reception at Saturday’s celebration
Logo inclusion in pre-event communications
Logo inclusion on promotional materials 
Recognition on the Furious Flower Poetry Center website

Reader Circle  |  $5,000+
One table (10 seats)
Name listed in event program
Name listed in select pre-event communications
Recognition on the Furious Flower Poetry Center website

Individual Ticket |  $250
Includes dinner, dancing and program, as well as a donation
to the Furious Flower Poetry Center

The amount of your contribution that is deductible for federal income tax purposes is limited to the 
excess of the amount contributed over the fair market value of the goods and services provided.  We 

estimate the fair market value of those goods and services to be $125 per ticket and $1,250 per table.

2019 SUPPORTER 
REPLY CARD

Company / Individual Name

Address 1

Address 2

City   State Zip

Contact Name

Title       Phone #

Email

SUPPORT LEVELS

Laureate Circle - $25,000+

Poet Circle - $10,000

Reader Circle - $5,000

Donation $

Total Enclosed: $

Individual Ticket(s)
#

Thank you so much for your support! Please 
make check payable to the JMU Foundation 
and return with this card to:

Furious Flower Poetry Center
MSC 3802
500 Cardinal Dr.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

When you’re a poet, 
you understand that what 

you do you do to give, 
you do to make a contri-

bution to literature, to 
poetry, to something that 
you really believe makes 

a difference. What Furious 
Flower has done is made 
a difference and allowed 
people like me to change 

and to grow.

-Jericho Brown
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540-568-8883
www. jmu.edu/furiousflower

Furious Flower Poetry Center is a program of James Madison University.  The James Madison University 
Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, EIN 23-7156305.  It acts as the depository for 
contributions supporting the various programs of James Madison University.

Back Page: Children in Arts Envoy Program in Eswatini Africa;  Sonia Sanchez; camper from 2017 Furious Flower Children’s Creativity 
Camp;  Nate Marshall;  Matthew Shenoda and Kwame Dawes;  Nikki Giovanni; students from the 2016 Furious Flower Collegiate 
Summit; Nbobie Iwalo and Qiniso Motsa, Eswatini poets. Front Page:  Frank X Walker;  Ravi Coltrane at 2014 Furious Flower Poetry 
Conference;  Dominque Christina;  Danez Smith. Page 4:  Rita Dove, Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie, and Nikki Giovanni at 2014 Furious 
Flower Poetry Conference. Page 5:  Yusef Komunyakaa and attendees of the 2017 “Facing It” Legacy Seminar; Brenda Marie Osbey, 
Anastacia Renee and Tyehimba Jess with Lauren K. Alleyne and Joanne V. Gabbin at the 2018  Collegiate Summit. Page 7:  Jericho 
Brown; and camper from 2017 Children’s Creativity Camp.



Thank You.
ASHLEYWRATLIFF@GMAIL.COM 
919-218-5333
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